CREDENTIAL AND DATA
SECURITY ASSESSMENT

PROPER DATA SECURITY...

Proper data security begins with a strong foundation.
Find out what you’re standing on with a deep-dive into
the security of your Structured and Unstructured Data,
Active Directory, and Windows infrastructure.

DATA

Discover sensitive data, open access rights, highrisk permissions, and stale data that is putting your
organization at risk.

CREDENTIALS

Pinpoint vulnerabilities in Active Directory permissions, account passwords, privileged access rights,
configurations, objects, and more.

STEALTHBITS PARTNERS
Are you a Stealthbits Partner? If so,
you can run Stealthbits’ Credential
and Data Security Assessment for
your customers too. Give us a shout
and we’ll schedule training for your
team.

SYSTEMS

Identify privileged access rights, service accounts,
critical misconfigurations and conditions attackers
exploit to steal credentials.
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Data sheet - Credentials & data security assessment

WHAT DO YOU GET?

With Stealthbits’ Credential and Data Security Assessment (CDSA), you’ll receive a full assessment and calculation
of risk across some of the most critical and often misunderstood areas of your environment (whether you’re
completely on-premises, in the cloud, or operating in hybrid mode), including File Systems, SharePoint, Exchange,
Office 365, AWS S3, Box, Dropbox, Microsoft SQL Server, Azure SQL, and Oracle Databases, Active Directory,
Azure Active Directory, and Windows Desktop and Server infrastructure.

COMPREHENSIVE VISIBILITY

FAST, NO-IMPACT SCANNING

With 100+ security checks in total, the CDSA
identifies critical security conditions and
misconfigurations across an organization’s
on-premises and cloud-based data repositories, Active Directory, and Windows infrastructure.

With no agents to deploy and the ability to run
from an existing system located anywhere in
your environment, you’ll get all the data you
need without making changes to your infrastructure or incurring additional costs.

VALUABLE OUTPUT

EXTENSIBLE OPTIONS

A detailed Executive Summary highlights
where attention is needed most and why,
allowing any audience to fully understand the
nature of the risks identified and why they’re
important to remediate.

Want more? Stealthbits offers a full portfolio
of credential and data security solutions. Snap
in additional products and take your evaluation to another level, identifying active threats,
violations of security and operational policy,
and more.

NEXT STEPS
Schedule a Demo

Download a Free Trial

Contact Us

stealthbits.com/demo

stealthbits.com/free-trial

info@stealthbits.com

IDENTIFY THREATS. SECURE DATA. REDUCE RISK.
Stealthbits Technologies, Inc. is a customer-driven cybersecurity software company focused on protecting an
organization’s sensitive data and the credentials attackers use to steal that data. By removing inappropriate
data access, enforcing security policy, and detecting advanced threats, our highly innovative and infinitely
flexible platform delivers real protection that reduces security risk, fulfills compliance requirements, and
decreases operational expense.
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